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Time to FALL in love – Women will adore the Tamaris Fall/Winter 2021 collection, with something
for everyone. All styles are accommodated - elegant court shoes, ankle boots, sporty trainers, and
of course rugged combat boots. The Tamaris philosophy in a nutshell: shoes for everyday wear,
making every moment perfect, stating exactly who you are. Authentic and unique.
Tamaris has got the perfect take on this season´s trends - platform and kitten heels, pieces in
trendy mauve, nut or dark scarlet - the collections navigate styles brilliantly, offering a wide range of
alternatives for (almost) all occasions: gently draped fabrics and soft colours for a real "Sex & The
City feeling", classic styles with golden elements and a smart twist for office wear or that after work
drink, combat boots with rugged soles, chic pockets and a touch of magic. Models for the winter
season with a rustic country appeal, elements in antique gold and woven look fabrics are an
inspiration for long walks, and nothing beats a cosy fireplace or "Netflix & Chill" in fake fur and
teddy home wear styles.
In addition to seasonal trends, Tamaris is prolonging its Fashletics, Heart&Sole, PureRelax and
Greenstep range of collections, presenting their unique designs throughout the autumn/winter
2021 period.
Enjoy browsing through the models.
The Tamaris team

There's even more! Join us now
and click into fashion, service
and news. Follow us now!

Fashion Themes
06-07 City Walk
08-09 Golden Classics
10-11 Magic Boots
12-13 Nature Calling
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FA S H I O N T H E M E

AUGUST

City
Walk

Gathered shafts
and artistically
draped bows
make every shoe
a real it-piece.

DETAILS WITH
A WOW EFFECT

Dreamy new colours: simple
elegance paired with high fashion,
and lots of attention to detail.
Ankle boots, court shoes and
slippers with distinctive gathered
elements and draped folds are
reminiscent of scenes from
"Sex & The City", underlining an
asserted street style - after all,
there´s a little bit of Carrie
in all of us!

Gentle &
elegant - mauve,
the latest trend!

24705 527

Facts
KEY COLOURS: white, mauve, greige
SHOE TYPES: ballerinas, slippers, trainers, cour t
shoes, heeled ankle boots
MATERIALS: suede and nubuck leather
TOE SHAPES: square, tapered
DETAILS: elegant models, gently draped elements
with folds & gatherings
25340 239
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FA S H I O N T H E M E

AUGUST

Classic styles such as
boots and loafers are
given a modern look
with buckle and
golden chain
combinations.

Golden
Classics

A golden era for ankle boots,
court shoes and loafers: new
variations of smooth leather
and suede make these classics
a seasonal hit. First-class upgrading
with golden chains and delicately
embellished heels. A great look
for the office or after work.

Golden
jewellery for
our shoes.

25230 048

Facts

CLASSICS WITH A
STYLE UPGRADE

KEY COLOURS: black, nut, dark scarlet
SHOE TYPES: slippers, cour t shoes, trainers,
flat and heeled boots
MATERIALS: nappa leather
TOE SHAPES: tapered, round
DETAILS: elegant, golden elements, chain
decorations, lining with logo prints
25371 048
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FA S H I O N T H E M E

SEPTEMBER

Magic
Boots

MONOCHROME,
MOMENTOUS & MAGIC AL

Mystic
must-have: long
boots with laces.

Minimalist
colours,
maximum
effect - boots
to remember!

25247 001

Sturdy combat boots and thick
soles are at the style forefront
again this autumn: distinctive
boots and ankle boots in black
and ivory take a prominent place
in the wardrobe, scoring full
points with mystical stitching
(for example, crescent moons)
or crystal shaped zips.
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Facts
KEY COLOURS: black, ivor y
SHOE TYPES: lace up and long boots
MATERIALS: nappa leather, nappa imitation
TOE SHAPES: slightly square, round
DETAILS: sturdy outsoles, mystical shaft tattoos,
outer pocket as signature piece
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FA S H I O N T H E M E

SEPTEMBER

How about a
country outing, or
maybe a ride into
the city? These new
models are full of
rustic charm.

Nature
Calling
FALL STYLES WITH
COUNTRY CHARM

Perfect for long autumn walks,
fresh air and the big outdoors.
City chic teams up with plain
country charm, resonating with
antique gold elements and fabrics
in a woven look, striking block
heels providing a firm footing.

A firm footing on
slippery leaves? Here
comes the professional
for the profile.

25232 722

Facts
KEY COLOURS: brandy, camel, mocha, olive
SHOE TYPES: lace up and long boots with heels
MATERIALS: nappa leather, cow suede, textile,
flyknit
TOE SHAPES: round
DETAILS: antique golden signature buckles and
branded webbing

25351 306
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Collection Lines
16-17 Tamaris Fashletics
18-19 Tamaris Heart&Sole
20-21 Tamaris GreenStep
22-23 Tamaris PureRelax
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COLLECTION LINES

J U N E - J U LY

Innovative combinations of materials
and ﬂexible sole
designs for a
carefree fashion
statement.

Light &
stylish
NAVIGATE YOUR
DAY WITH EASE

Flexible
material mix in
mellow colours

Tamaris Fashletics couple
innovative design with
femininity. The result: a
fashionable street style look
to step lightly through your
day. A vital, dynamic
collection designed for
relaxation and feeling good.

23710 598

Facts
23717 521

KEY COLOURS: cream, rose, white, grey,
black, navy, olive
SHOE TYPES: lightweight, functional trainers
MATERIALS: breathable flyknit, leather,
water-repellent materials
TOE SHAPES: round
DETAILS: reflective elements, material mix,
minimalist

23713 594
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COLLECTION LINES

For the
love of
elegance

J U LY- A U G U S T

Love down to the
smallest detail:
delicately sparkling
chains or neat buckles
- Heart&Sole for an
impressive look.

Heart&Sole will reignite
your passion for high heels.
The superlative collection,
creating a totally elegant,
upbeat look in high shoes.

Pure elegance
paired with
superior comfort.

AN A-LIST
APPEARANCE

25360 001

Facts
KEY COLOURS: caramel, chocolate brown,
black, burgundy, beige
SHOES TYPES: cour t shoes, ankle boots, long
shaft boots with 75-105 mm high heels
MATERIALS: leather, lizzard material blend
and kid suede for trimming
TOE SHAPES: almost all tapered, extremely
feminine
DETAILS: cute golden metal hear ts, tasselled
decorations, burgundy outsole, ankle straps
25358 305
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COLLECTION LINES

SEPTEMBER

Leather is durable
and has the capacity
for lasting longer than
just one season. Tamaris
GreenStep uses only
certiﬁed leathers with
the highest quality
standards.

Step by Step
WORKING TOGETHER
FOR A RESPONSIBLE SHOE PRINT!

Sustainability in small steps make a start in your own shoe
cabinet! Tamaris has a range of
timeless, clean models that will
last far longer than one season,
manufactured using resourcefriendly production processes.
Tamaris GreenStep models are
another stage in the steady
reduction of the ecological
"Shoeprint".

Just as sustainable
as AppleSkinMT
fabric: styles with
timeless shades
and shapes.

25462 001

Facts
High quality
leather with
highest
quality standards

KEY COLOURS: rose, moss, cream, beige,
deser t, walnut, black
SHOE TYPES: trainers, chelsea boots, lace-up
boots
MATERIALS: cer tified leather as a side
product from meat production and innovative
materials such as AppleSkinMT

Innovative
materials like
AppleSkinMT
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TOE SHAPE: round
DETAILS: high-quality materials, timeless, classic
style designs lasting far longer than just one season,
NEW: Removable Footbed
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COLLECTION LINES

SEPTEMBER

Optimal comfort can be
stylish too. Animal prints
and leather combinations
make the new collection
stand out.

Shoes
that fit
WELLNESS FOR
YOUR FEET

It´s all about comfort - true to this
motto, the PureRelax collection
models fuse stylish shapes and
colours with high standards in terms
of fit and quality. Even more quality
with the selection of premium, soft
materials and the Relax Fit concept,
optimally adapting to every foot
shape. New In: All shoes have a
removable footbed.

New in:
Crocodile
elements

25279 304

Facts
RELAXFIT

Comfortable fit
for every type
of foot.

KEY COLOURS: almond, cream, burgundy,
chestnut, mocha, navy, emerald, light grey,
rosewood
SHOE TYPES: trainers, boots

LEATHER

REMOVABLE
FOOTBED
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High-quality,
soft materials.

Removable
footbed.

MATERIALS: smooth leather, suede,
crocodile elements
TOE SHAPES: round
DETAILS: side zips to put footwear on easily,
highlighted laces, reversible footbed with thinner, warmer fabric for winter
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